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Abstract
The resource discovery problem was introduced by Harchol-Balter, Leighton and Lewin.
They developed a number of algorithms for the problem in the weakly connected directed
graph model. This model is a directed logical graph, that represents the vertices' knowledge
about the topology of the underlying communication network.
The current paper proposes a deterministic algorithm for the problem in the same model,
with improved time, message, and communication complexities. Each previous algorithm had a
complexity that was higher at least in one of the measures. Speci cally, previous deterministic
solutions required either time linear in the diameter of the initial network, or communication complexity O(n3 ) (with message complexity O(n2 )), or message complexity O(jE0 j log n)
(where E0 is the arc set of the initial graph G0 ). Compared to the main randomized algorithm of Harchol-Balter, Leighton, and Lewin, the time complexity is reduced from O(log2 n)
to O(log n), the message complexity from O(n log2 n) to O(n log n), and the communication
complexity from O(n2 log3 n) to O(jE0 j log2 n).
Our work signi cantly extends the connectivity algorithm of Shiloach and Vishkin which
was originally given for a parallel model of computation. Our result also con rms a conjecture
of Harchol-Balter, Leighton, and Lewin, and addresses an open question due to R. Lipton.
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1 Introduction
The resource discovery problem was introduced by Harchol-Balter, Leighton and Lewin in
[16] as a part of their work on web caching. They developed a randomized algorithm for
the problem in the weakly connected directed graph model, that was implemented within
the Laboratory of Computer Science at MIT, as part of a project to build a large-scale
distributed cache, and then licensed to Akamai Technologies. The motivation is to build an
Internet-wide content-distribution system that speeds up the access of users to web pages
of major content supplier web sites. In order for the machines of that system to cooperate
they must rst locate each other [16].
Recently, many other distributed Peer to Peer (P2P) applications were introduced, that
require the same task. For example, in Gnutella [4, 5] users on the Internet wish to share les
with each other, without using a central server. Each user may tell its local Gnutella process (which is both a client and a server) the Internet addresses of some other client/server
processes. Those may know other such processes, and so forth. There is no way for any
process to know all the other processes in advance, since users appear and disappear without
consulting any central server. Thus, to be able to share and swap les, the client-server
processes need to cooperate to locate each other. A very partial list of related P2P applications includes [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. A system of intelligent agents (in the context of Arti cial
Intelligence), by the name Retsina, was developed at CMU, and its description can be found
in [11, 12]. In that system, the agents need to locate each other. A general platform for P2P
applications (together with distributed location protocols) is being developed in a project
led by SUN Microsystems [13, 14]. Since the actual set of P2P-related projects grows very
fast, it is hard to list them here. A more up to date partial listing may be found in [15].
1.1

The model

Following [16], the system consists of a set of machines (vertices). Each machine 2
has a distinct identity label ( ), which is a number of length logarithmic in , representing
its \address." At any time , the machines are logically connected via a directed graph
( ). In particular, the input to the task performed here is the directed graph at time
0, 0, that we term the initial graph. When no confusion arises, we omit and use the
notation ( ). We shall use some auxiliary graphs, but, to avoid confusion, we shall refer
to them explicitly by their names.
A vertex can send a message to another vertex if and only if there exists at that time
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a directed arc h i in pointing from to . Such an arc exists if and only if knows the
of , that is, 's is included in a list of s has. (To see the intuition behind the
de nition above, consider, e.g. the case that an corresponds to an IP address; then, if
knows 's IP address it can send messages in the Internet.)
Initially, each vertex knows only its own and the 's of its outgoing neighbors in
some initial directed graph 0 ( 0) (i.e., the values ( ) for every vertex such that
h
i 2 0 ).
Note that the directed graph can \grow" dynamically by the following operation that
adds an arc to . We say that a vertex learns the address ( ) of another vertex by
receiving a message, in either of the following two cases: (1) if the message received by
was sent by itself, or (2) if that message was sent by some other vertex who knew the
of and included this in the message it sent to . This changes the directed graph
, since a directed arc h i pointing from to is added to . (Neither this paper, nor
[16] allow the deletion of logical arcs.)
Communication and computation are synchronous, and proceed in rounds. In each round,
a vertex can perform computations that depend on its current state (including dependence
on the messages it received in the previous round), and send an arbitrary size message to
each of its outgoing neighbors in . Each message reaches its destination with no corruption,
and before the next round. We count a round as one time unit. We do not deal with faults.
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1.2

The Resource Discovery Problem

As de ned in [16], the task is to compute the connected components in the underlying graph
of 0 (where the underlying graph is the undirected graph obtained from 0 by removing
the direction from all arcs). More formally, The input to the problem is a directed graph
0(
0 ). Each vertex (network node) knows (has a list of) all its outgoing arcs (but not
its incoming arcs).
A distributed algorithm is said to solve the Resource Discovery Problem if the following
applies to every weakly connected component in the directed graph when the algorithm
terminates:
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(a) there exists a vertex (termed root) in such that for every other vertex in ,
contains a directed arc ( ) (or in other words, knows all the 's in );
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"designates" vertex as the unique root of the component (in the
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implementation a variable called
1.3

( ) is set to the
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Motivation for Model Assumptions

The problem, and the model, as presented in [16], are a speci c instance of a problem that
is inherent in distributed networks. The topology may change from time to time. Thus, in
order to solve topology-related problems, an algorithm is required to learn the new topology.
See, e.g., [3, 18]. The separation between the logical graph (here the directed graph )
and the underlying communication graph (advocated, e.g., in [2]) is becoming common for
today's fast networks. The logical graph (here the directed graph ) represents the vertices'
knowledge about the topology of the underlying communication network. In [16] the notion of
topology knowledge is simpli ed, by modeling it as a knowledge of the s of other vertices.
In general, such knowledge may include a whole route, as well as any additional information
needed in order to establish connection (e.g., a password, a cryptographic public key, etc.)
An algorithm can increase the connectivity of the logical graph by learning more about the
topology. On the other hand, the environment typically decreases the logical connectivity by
introducing topological changes such as the addition and deletion of links and vertices, statecorrupting faults, cooperation (or a break in cooperation) between di erent domains (such
as security domains, ownership domains, etc.), di erent autonomous systems, and di erent
networks, etc.
Recall (1.2) that the problem, as de ned (here, as well as in [16]) is to nd all the
members of a maximal component that is at least weakly connected (in other words, a
connected component of the underlying graph of ). Note that weak connectivity is a
necessary condition for the solvability of the problem. In the speci c application of [16] the
weak connectivity is motivated by the scenario where every newly added machine is given
a pointer to at least one previously added machine. In more general cases this can result
from more general topology changes. For example, topology knowledge can be lost as a
result of a loss of a connection to a name server, or because of changes (introduced by the
environment) that make the knowledge of some vertex irrelevant, so it no longer knows
how to reach some other vertex . On the other hand, if, e.g., the name server used by is
still intact, then vertex may still know how to reach vertex . The gain of knowledge is
also not uniform (especially in its timing), since it is done by distributed algorithms. Thus,
vertex may have already \learned" about the existence of (and thus have a logical arc
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is rather straightforward to convert the algorithm onto one that outputs a di erent representation of
the connected component, e.g., one where every vertex in C knows, upon termination, the ID's of all the
vertices in C . See the discussion of di erent output representations, at the end of Section 4.
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to ) while is yet to learn about the existence of .
Dealing eÆciently with a weakly connected graph was in fact the main contribution in
[16]. The alternative of transforming the initial directed graph 0 into an undirected one, and
then solving the problem on the resulting undirected graph, may lead to eÆcient solutions
if 0 = ( ), since eÆcient solutions for undirected graphs are possible. For example, if
the directed graph 0 is transformed into an undirected one, it is possible to use [19] to
solve for an undirected graph with message complexity of (j 0j log ). However, 0 could
in practice be rather large, since many practical distributed systems attempt to deal with
the case that the network may be partitioned by maintaining a large 0 , to enable the
disconnected components to regain connectivity.
Note that some of the assumptions made by [16] (and repeated here 1.1) imply that the
underlying communication network is, actually, modeled as a complete undirected graph
over the set of machines. (We shall not use this graph in this paper.) Indeed, the lowest
layer of the Internet is not a complete graph. However, at the application layer (where our
algorithm is intended to run) every vertex is reachable from any other by establishing a TCP
connection. Moreover, the cost of establishing a connection often dominates the di erence
in costs between a short route connection and a long one [2]. Thus, it makes sense to ignore
the length of the route and model the communication graph at the application layer as a
complete graph.
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1.4

Complexity Measures

In [16], the communication cost is expressed in terms of two new complexity measures, called
\connection" complexity and \pointer" complexity. These are specialized measures de ned
for the resource discovery problem. However, it turns out that optimizing according to these
measures is equivalent to optimizing according to the usual message and communication
(bit) complexity measures, respectively. Speci cally, the connection complexity of [16] is
the same as the message complexity, and the pointer complexity of an algorithm equals its
communication complexity divided by a factor of log (bits per pointer).
The main goal is to develop an algorithm eÆcient simultaneously in all of the measures
used by [16], or, equivalently, in each of the following three standard distributed complexity
measures: time, messages (counting the overall number of messages sent throughout the
execution) and communication (counting the overall number of bits sent).
n

4

1.5

Previous Results and Our Results

A number of algorithms are presented in [16] for the problem. The deterministic solutions for the weakly connected directed networks presented therein require either time linear
in the diameter of the initial network 0 or communication complexity ( 3) (with message complexity ( 2)). On the other hand, the randomized solutions of [16] require either
time complexity (log2 ), message complexity ( log2 ), and communication complexity
( 2 log3 ) (or equivalently, ( 2 log2 ) pointer complexity), or communication complexity
( j 0j) (again with message complexity ( 2)). These complexity bounds hold with high
probability. (A new randomized algorithm announced recently [17] uses a di erent model:
it operates only for the strongly connected case; One variant of that algorithm has time complexity (log ) and message complexity ( 2), and another variant has time complexity
(log2 ) and message complexity ( ).)
Other previous results that should be mentioned appear in [19, 2]. In [19] a parallel
algorithm is presented to compute the connected component of a graph represented by the
processors and the pointers they keep to each other. Our algorithms borrows some ideas
form [19]. In addition, a part of the contribution of this paper is the adaptation of ideas
introduced for the parallel model (in particular, in [19]), into the distributed domain, and
the suggestion that additional problems may bene t from similar adaptations. We note
that one of the di erences between the models is that the one in [19] is undirected, while
here a lot of the diÆculty arises from the directed nature of the model (and, even more,
from assuming only weak connectivity). Other relevant di erences between the models are
discussed in Section 4.3.
In [2] a distributed model is presented, where a vertex may send a message directly (i.e.
fast) to another vertex, if it knows the route to the other vertex. This model has similarities
to the models used here. Moreover, the algorithm presented there for leader election, can be
adapted for use here with small changes, except that the algorithm of [2] relies on the virtual
graph being undirected, and we do not see a way to apply it eÆciently in a directed graph.
For the undirected case, the message complexity of the algorithm of [2] is optimal ( ), but
the time complexity is very high - ( ).
Neither this paper, nor any of the previous papers mentioned above, allow the deletion
of logical arcs. (The case of arc removals by the environment is implicitly handled in [16]
by rerunning their algorithm from time to time, after the environment had already removed
some arcs from the directed graph; similarly, our algorithm can be rerun too, with the
advantage that one can choose to rerun our algorithm only after it terminates.
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The current paper presents a deterministic distributed algorithm for the weakly connected
case that is eÆcient in all three complexity measures, with time complexity (log ), message
complexity ( log ) and communication complexity (j 0j log2 ).
Our algorithm also enjoys some other advantages over that of [16]. Since our algorithm
is deterministic, it does not rely on sources of random numbers, which are sometimes not
easily available. Moreover, since our algorithm detects its termination, as opposed to the
algorithm of [16], some decisions regarding the use of the algorithm output may be simpli ed.
For example, assume that one would like to rerun the algorithm from time to time, after
some faults forced the discarding of some logical arcs from . It makes sense to wait until
the algorithm terminates, and only then rerun it.
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Structure of this paper Section 2 contains an overview of the algorithm. Section 3

contains the formal description. The analysis appears in 4. In Section 4.3 we discuss the
techniques used, in order to shed some light on the comparison between the model of parallel
computations, and the distributed computing model used here. Conclusions are given in
Section 5.

2 Overview of the algorithm
Similar to [19], the main data-structure is yet another graph, namely, a directed pointer
graph G = (
), where 2 ,
=f
j 2 g at time , is a set of pointers, one
per vertex. When is clear from the context we omit it and refer to G , and . The value
of
will always be the of some vertex known to . We then say that points to
. Note that (by the de nition of , see Section 1.1), at any time during the execution,
the set of directed arcs in G is a subset of the directed arcs of the directed graph at that
time . Initially every vertex points to itself. At any given time during the execution,
the algorithm ensures that
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(i) each vertex points to some vertex, and
(ii) G is the union of two sets of directed arcs: (1) a directed forest, and (2) a set of self-loops,
one per root of a tree in the directed forest.
Ignoring the self loops, G de nes, at each time , a forest of directed trees, each of which
is a maximal weakly connected component of G . (However, includes additional arcs that
do not belong to G , and each may connect two maximal connected components of G .) Let
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( ), the tree of a vertex at time , be the maximal weakly connected component of
in G . (When the time can be understood from the context we use, instead, the notation
( ).) A tree in the pointer graph G is called a star if all its vertices point directly to its
root. Initially, every vertex is a root (namely, points to itself). At the end of the algorithm,
the pointer graph G consists of a single star.
The algorithm progresses by having vertices repeatedly (1) learn new s by receiving
messages and (2) switch from pointing to one vertex to pointing to another. Pointers are
switched for one of two purposes:
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(i) Merging trees: A root could choose to point to another vertex (and stop being a root)
if it has an outgoing arc (in ) leading to a vertex in another tree. Following [19] we
term this operation hooking.
u

G

(ii) Path shortening: A non-root vertex may advance its pointer (to an ancestor in its tree)
in order to reduce its height, i.e., shorten its pointer path to the root of its tree. We
term this operation Shortcut.
Initially all the vertices are active. A root (or equivalently, its tree
passive once its tree stops changing. That is:
u

(a)

( )) becomes

T ree u

( ) is a star, so its height cannot be reduced any further (and already learned
all the outgoing arcs (in ) of all the vertices in
( ));

T ree u

u

G
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(b) all the outgoing arcs of in lead to vertices which point to ; so no such arc can o er
trees into which to merge;
u

G
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(c) all o ers to join received so far have been dealt with.
Once a root became passive, it stays passive until it is o ered to join as a vertex in some
other (active) tree. A non-root vertex in a passive tree (a tree rooted at a passive root) is
considered passive too. Note that such a vertex must be both a leaf and a child of the root.
2.1

Algorithm structure

Let us now proceed with a more detailed exposition of the structure of the algorithm. Each
vertex has a pointer variable
( ), used for representing the forest structure discussed
above. Throughout the execution of the algorithm, each tree root (and, thus, each tree, as
well as the vertices in the tree) is in either active or passive state.
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Informally, Phase consists of the following steps.
i

Step 1 Each

star-root tries to form a larger tree by way of hooking (becoming
a child of) onto another vertex, or by helping others to hook onto itself. The basis
for the hooking operations is the set of vertices adjacent to the rooted star; but it
is important to understand that could end up using data from the set of vertices
adjacent to another rooted star (such data would be obtained through join invitation
messages received at ).
To save messages, star root only invites (by join messages) some of its adjacent
vertices in phase , where the function grows exponentially with .
Star root seeks to hook itself onto the active vertex with the smallest
which
can be obtained with the help of the sets of adjacent vertices mentioned above. (The
smallest
does not necessarily have to be smaller than the
of .) Star root
hooks itself on another active vertex, unless one of the following two cases applies:
active
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(a) (Preventing cycles of length 2 in the pointer graph G ):
Another active star root hooks itself on , has the smallest among the
active vertices which found to be adjacent to it, but the
of is smaller than
the of . In this case, is the one that remains (a root and) active.
(b) (No other active vertex to hook to):
All the outgoing arcs of (in ) lead to passive roots and all of them chose to
hook on .
(In Case (b), may become passive, (see Step 4(i)) if already equals the total
number of outgoing arcs of in ).
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Case (b) requires further explanation. If an arc (of ) leads from an active star-root
to a vertex of a passive star-root , then is noti ed of ; then chooses to
hook on the star-root with the smallest among and other such active star-roots.
Star-root is then noti ed of 's choice. Had chosen to hook on another active
vertex, say , over , the of must have been smaller than that of . This would
have implied that itself should have chosen to hook on , upon receiving 's message
telling about . So, the fact that is still a root implies that this did not happen. In
other words, root does not know of any other active tree to hook to.
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Step 2 Trees that are not stars reduce their height from h to dh=2e, by having each vertex
v

copy to its variable
( ) the value of the pointer variable of 's parent, i.e.,
(
( )). This operation is referred to as \pointer shortcut."
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(In the sequel we show that if the height is even, then it is halved by this operation;
the least reduction occurs for = 3.)
h

h

Step 3 This step is used for each parent to learn about its new children and their state. In

particular, the tree root learns the state of the tree after the hooking and shortcuts:
(1) is the tree now a star? (2) if so, does the star root know all the outgoing neighbors
of vertices in the tree?

Step 4 A tree becomes passive if

(i) it has considered all its outgoing arcs (in ),
(ii) its height did not decrease geometrically, and
(iii) its size (i.e., its number of vertices) did not increase geometrically, and
G

While we explained the geometric decrease in height, we defer to later (a) an explanation of what is meant by geometric increase in size (to be discussed in Lemma 4.4),
and why a root is not allowed to consider all its outgoing arcs in a given phase (to be
used in Lemma 4.8), and (b) a procedure for increasing the number of outgoing arcs
(of ) that a root may consider in each phase (see Step 1 of the algorithm in Section
3).
G

Note that, once no active roots remain, the algorithm terminates. We will show that the
last active vertex is the root of a star that includes all the vertices.
To detect the termination of the execution, some additional information is needed. For
example, if the number of vertices is known in advance, then the last active root can detect
termination by counting the number of vertices in its star. Alternatively, suppose that an
upper bound on the number of vertices is known in advance. Our analysis below provides a
deterministic upper bound on the number of phases as a function of the number of vertices
in the input graph 0 . So, we can determine that the algorithm has terminated after an
appropriate number of phases.
G

3 The Algorithm
Let us now present a precise description of the algorithm. Initially,
phase (starting from = 0):
i

i
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( ) = . In each
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Step 1
Step 1.1:

Each (active) star root sends out join messages on its rst outgoing arcs
(of ), for = min( ( ) (3 2) ), where ( ) is the number of the outgoing arcs (of
) from to a vertex outside its star.
Step 1.2: A vertex with
( ) = 6= that receives such a join message, but not
from 's child, forwards the join message to .
Step 1.3:
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(i) If is active, then it responds (to , the root who initiated the join) with the
message active, to which it appends its .
(ii) If is a passive root, it hooks itself on the active root with the smallest
which sent a join message to some vertex in 's star.
Vertex then responds to all the active vertices whose join messages it received
with the message passive, to which it appends the of .
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Step 1.4:

w

If an active star-root found a non-empty set of other active vertices (by
receiving s in either active, join, or passive messages) then chooses, as a merging
candidate, the active vertex with the smallest
in this set. Then noti es of
this selection.
Step 1.5: If (1) is not the candidate of ; or (2) is the candidate of but
()
( ); then hooks into , and noti es about this hooking.
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Step 2 Every vertex v performs a pointer shortcut operation, setting

( ) :=
(
( )).
For that, every vertex sends its pointer value to its new children (those who noti ed
in Step 3.3 of the previous phase or Step 1.5 of the current phase), and every non-root
vertex assigns the pointer value received from the parent, to its own pointer variable.
PTR v

PTR PTR v
v

v

Step 3
Step 3.1:

A vertex that for the rst time points to a root other than itself (i.e., before
this step
( ) was either or a non-root vertex), sends the list of its outgoing
neighbors to the root.
Step 3.2: Every child of a root, that now has no children, noti es the root.
Step 3.3 Every (passive or active) vertex that now points to a new vertex, sends its
to the new parent.
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Step 4 Every active root r declares itself passive, unless either:
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(i) ( ) was larger than in Step 1.1 of the current phase; or
(ii) an active vertex, which prior to Step 1 of the current phase did not point to ,
points to now (i.e., following Steps 1 or 2 of the current phase).
m r

ai

r

r

4 Analysis
4.1

Correctness

We prove that when the algorithm terminates, G consists of one star root, who knows the
s of all its children. Lemma 4.1 establishes (using induction) the fact that progress is
always possible, until this state is reached. In other words, a root of a star tree knows
the outgoing neighbors of the tree, and thus can initiate a \join" of the trees. Lemma 4.3
establishes the fact that this \join" is indeed carried out. Lemma 4.2 establishes the fact
that all the operations still retain the structure of trees, assumed by the two other lemmas.
The algorithm immediately implies the following.
ID

Lemma 4.1

[Well-De ned Actions]

Each root always knows
(a) its children,
(b) all the outgoing neighbors (in

E0

) of all its children, and

(c) whether it is a star-root.

Proof: Item (a) follows from Steps 3.3 and 1.5. Item (b) Follows from Step 3.1 for vertices

who points to a root for the rst time. For a vertex that previously, at some time , pointed
to another root , it is easy to prove by induction on the steps taken, that: (1) from time
on, vertices and always belong to the same tree, and that (2) for every tree that contains
and after the distance of from the root is never higher than the distance of from
that root. For the induction basis the distance of from the root of the common tree is
zero, at time , and the distance of is one. The induction step follows from a simple case
analysis. Item (b) now follows from Step 3.3 of either , or some ancestor of after time .
Item (c) follows from Step 3.2.
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Lemma 4.2

[Safety]

No cycles are created in the pointer graph G.
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Proof: Recall that only a star root may hook itself. Thus, if a star root r hooks itself into

a vertex who is not a star root, no cycle can be created, since 's tree does not hook itself
further.
Now, note that in Step 1, each arc h i (of ) considered (for hooking) at vertex is
also considered at vertex if is a star root. Thus if does not use arc h i (of ) for
hooking, it is either because 's tree does not hook in that phase, or because 's tree hooks
onto a vertex with an
that is smaller than that of . Given that, to see why hooking
onto the smallest outgoing neighbor avoids cycles, note that for every vertex , the linked list
starting at it and jumping 2 pointers must be monotonically decreasing in size, namely,
the of
(
( )) is smaller than that of ; this is since the vertex
( ) chose
vertex
(
( )) over vertex .
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Lemma 4.3

PTR v

v

[Liveness]

As long as not all vertices belong to a single star, there is at least one active root.

Proof: The case where there is a single tree in the pointer graph G and the tree is passive

but is not a star is obviously not possible, because of Step 2. Assume now, in contradiction,
that there are two passive trees in the pointer graph G and there is a directed arc h i
(in ) from a vertex in one of them to a vertex in the other (since we assume that the
directed graph is weakly connected). By Lemma 4.1 is the root of one of these trees,
and is either the root of the other, or a child of the root.
Consider the phase in which
( ) became passive. By Steps 1.1 and 4(i), must
have sent a join message on h i. At the last phase in which this was done, 's tree did
not hook itself onto , and, moreover, no other vertex became a child of in that phase.
Nevertheless, did not hook itself onto ; a contradiction to Step 1.2, 1.5.
u; v

G

u

v

G

u

v

T ree u

u

u; v

v

u

u

4.2

u

v

Complexity

For the analysis, we de ne the height of each tree (a maximal connected component of G )
to be the larger among 1 and the length (counting arcs in the tree) of the longest path over
the (directed) tree from a leaf to the root. (Hence a singleton vertex and a star are both
de ned to have height 1.)
Lemma 4.4

[Progress Measure]

Following Phase i, the size of an active tree is at least
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(3 2) .
=

i

Proof: The proof is based on the following inductive claim.
Following Phase i, the sum of the heights of all the active trees in the pointer graph G is
at most s=(2=3)i, where s is the total number of vertices in active trees.

The base case in the proof is trivial.
The induction step:


For active trees of height greater than 1, the pointer shortcut operation which decreases
the height of (non- star) active trees will provide the \progress". Consider a node with
distance 2 on the tree from the tree root. It is straightforward to show by induction
on that its distance from the root, after the shortcut, is . Hence, if the height of a
tree is even, then it is reduced to a half. Otherwise, it is reduced to a half, rounded
up. Thus, the least progress is obtained when a tree of height 3 is transformed to be
a tree of height 2. Hence the term (2 3) in the formula for the height.
Note that the join of passive trees does not increase the height of an active tree: a
passive root joins always as a child of the root of an active tree (at Step 1.3(ii)). Since
the passive tree is a star, this may temporarily increase the height of the active tree to
2 (if it was 1 before that). However, then Step 2 reduces the height again to 1.
The only operation that can increase the height of an active tree is the join of multiple
other active trees in Step 1 (a chain of, say joining trees, can form a tree of hight ).
However, this does not increase the sum of their height. Then, in Step 2, the progress
stated in the induction claim is achieved.
l

l

l

=

i

k



k

For active trees of height 1, we need the following claim:
If at Phase i, only passive vertices are hooked on an active root r , then either its size
increases by (3=2)i vertices, or r becomes passive. The claim follows from Step 4(i)

(since the claim assumes that the condition for Step 4(ii) did not hold), and from the
de nition of in Step 1.1.
To prove now the induction claim for active trees of height 1, note that if the active
root remained active, then its contribution to the parameter grew larger by the same
factor that appears in the denominator (of the term (2 3) of the induction claim),
thus o setting the e ect of the increase in in the induction. At the same time, the
height of the tree did not increase.
If, on the other hand, the tree (say
( ) for some root ) does become passive, then
recall that
( ) is no longer counted in the term (2 3) of the induction claim
(since is the size of the active trees). Thus, consider the execution of the algorithm
ai

s

s=

=

i

i

T ree q

T ree q

q

s=

s
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=

i

on a di erent system of vertices, that does not include the vertices of
( ) (but is
identical to otherwise). The execution up to Phase (including) on both systems is
identical. Thus, the induction hypothesis continues to hold for the set of active trees
that does not include
( ).
T ree q

G

i

T ree q

Since the height of a tree is at least 1, the claim proved by the induction above implies
the desired lower bound on the size of each active tree. Indeed, the claim was proven for the
sum of the sizes of the trees, but we can use it for each tree separately. To see this, given
a tree,
( ), consider the execution of the algorithm on a di erent system of vertices,
that includes only the vertices of
( ). Consider the execution up to Phase (including)
projected on the vertices of
( ). These execution projections on both systems are
identical. Thus, the induction claim continues to hold for the
( ) by itself.
The lemma follows.
The above lemma immediately implies the following:
T ree q

T ree q

i

T ree q

T ree q

Corollary 4.5

[Progress]

Following phase i, there are at most

(3 2)

n=

=

i

active trees.

Corollary 4.5 immediately implies the following:
Corollary 4.6
Lemma 4.7

The time complexity of the algorithm is

O

(log ).
n

In Step 2 every tree arc (in G) carries at most one message.

Proof: Immediate from Step 2.
Lemma 4.8

[Message Chains]

In phase i, each root initiates O((3=2)i ) \chains" of messages (i.e., messages followed by
answer messages, and so on), except for messages sent in Step 2; the number of messages
in each chain is O(1).

Proof: Follows immediately from the algorithm. See Step 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and 1.5.
The algorithm sends O (n) messages per phase, and its overall message complexity is O (n log n).

Corollary 4.9
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Proof: Follows from Lemma 4.7, Lemma 4.8, and Corollary 4.6.
Lemma 4.10

Per phase, each arc in
some lower order terms.

E0

is being transmitted

O

(1) times.

There are also

Proof: Follows immediately by a simple case study on the steps of the algorithm.
The algorithm sends O(jE0 j log n) bits per phase, and its overall communication complexity is O (jE0 j log2 n) bits.

Corollary 4.11

Proof: Follows from Lemma 4.10 and Corollary 4.6.

The following theorem sums up the previous lemmas and corollaries, and its proof is
immediate from them.
When executed on a weakly connected graph G0 = (V; E0 ), the algorithm
terminates in time O (log n) and uses O(n log n) messages totaling O (jE0 j log2 n) bits. Upon
termination, the pointer graph G is a star tree, where the star root knows the I D s of all the
vertices, every other vertex knows the I D of the star root, and the pointer P T R of every
other vertex points to the star root.

Theorem 4.12

4.3

Techniques used for improving the complexity results

In this section, we brie y revisit the main techniques that enabled extending the parallel
algorithm of [19] from a purely parallel model to the model of this paper. A brief description
of the algorithm of [19] is given in the Appendix.


The idea of breaking cycles (in the pointer graphs G ) using a method di erent from
the common one (used, e.g., in [19]), as well as from the method used in [1] (within an
algorithm for computing a minimum spanning tree, which is in itself a variant of [19]).
Compared to [19], we use \hook on smallest" as opposed to \hook on smaller." This
idea simpli ed the algorithm by saving a second round of hookings in each iteration.
Such a second round was needed in [19] in order to hook those roots which did not
\make progress" (i.e., that nobody hooked onto them in the rst round, and their tree
did not shortcut) in the current iteration; without such a second round, the parallel
running time went up from (log ) to linear in . Unlike the parallel computation
O

n

n
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model in [19], the distributed model of the current paper readily allows to provide the
smallest value.
Compared to [1] we use \hook on smallest known," as opposed to \hook on absolute
smallest" used in [1]. We cannot use the method of [1] since in the directed model, a
vertex may not be aware of its minimum outgoing arc. (The vertex may learn of that
arc by a message from the other endpoint of that arc, however, we have to limit such
messages, if we want to obtain the order of message complexity we do obtain, thus we
cannot use this method).


The idea of limiting the set of arcs that can be considered at each phase instead of
using all adjacent arcs. This, in turn, enabled geometrically increasing the number of
arcs for the join messages and thereby the message complexity bounds.



The idea of waking up passive vertices and the updated analysis to establish that
the size of an active root is at least (3 2) following phase . This enabled the time
complexity bounds.
=



i

i

The idea of forwarding the entire list of the outgoing arcs once. This is done at the
rst time in which a vertex points to (another) root. It enabled the communication
complexity bounds.

Di erent output representations Our algorithm, as described above, outputs the I D's

of all the vertices of the connected component only at the root (and makes the of the
root known to every vertex). It is rather easy to convert the algorithm so that it outputs
all the 's at all the vertices, if necessary. The conversion does not increase the order of
the time complexity, nor the order of the message complexity. However, it does change the
communication complexity somewhat, from (j 0j log2 ) to (j 0j log2 + 2 log ) (which
is an increase if j 0j log2 = ( 2 log )).
This change is necessary, since ( ) 's of size (log ) have to be delivered to each
one of ( ) vertices in the worst case. Recall that the communication complexity of the
algorithm of [16] is ( 2 log3 ). The extra e ort can be designed to satisfy the following.
When counted over the whole run of the algorithm, every of a vertex can be sent to every
vertex at most once (in addition to the number of times this is sent by the non-modi ed
algorithm). The details of the implementation of this change are straightforward.
ID

ID

O

E

n

o n

E

n

O

n

n

ID

n

n

O n

n

ID

ID
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n

n

n

5 Conclusion
We have shown the following.
Complexity improvements to [16] In fact, the results con rm a conjecture in [16] that

the complexity results (we obtained) are possible.

Lipton's open question The fact that the algorithm is even deterministic also addresses

Lipton's open question (per [16]): how will a vertex know when to stop? If due to prior
knowledge the overall number of machines can be bounded from above, the resource
discovery done within a time which is log of the upper bound, would be nal.

Connection to a parallel algorithm We use exactly the same model as in [16]. Since

the connection was not pointed out in [16], we feel that perhaps the connection, as
demonstrated in this work, is an interesting aspect of this work. (To avoid misunderstanding, it is important to note that this paper does not claim to have found a
general connection.) The importance of nding ways to connect parallel algorithms to
distributed models is due to the fact that the knowledge base of parallel algorithms
is second in magnitude only to the knowledge base of serial algorithms. If more ways
to connect parallel algorithms with the [16] model (used in the current paper) can
be demonstrated, the algorithmic techniques that will become available for distributed networks algorithms would be greatly enriched. Distributed networks and their
modeling keep evolving. The (stable) fundamental knowledge base of a well-studied
computation model could enrich the eld of distributed networks as it continues to
evolve.

The short Section 3 highlights the simplicity of the new algorithm. Yet, the algorithm
of [16] is somewhat simpler. While this is a distinct advantage in a distributed protocol,
one should note that any real application that will make use of such an algorithm usually
includes thousands of lines of code, besides the resource discovery algorithm itself. Thus, it
is reasonable to expect that the burden of some additional lines of code will be outweighed
by the advantages of the new algorithm.
This is a theory paper. Some additional e ort is needed in order to use either the
algorithm of Harchol-Balter, Leighton, and Lewin or our algorithm in a real application.
For example, the model used in both papers assumes synchronous communication, which
is costly. Another desired improvement is a change in the algorithm such that it handles
not only a \one time" task, but rather a situation of ongoing network changes, such as the
removal of vertices (e.g. because of faults) and of loss of knowledge.
17
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A The parallel algorithm of [19]
Recall that in the PRAM models a precess can access any location in the shared memory.
In particular, process can access the data of any other process. Simultaneous reading from
the same location is allowed as well as simultaneous writing. In the latter case one processor
succeeds but we do not know which one.
In the algorithm of [19], a process  plays the role of vertex , while each process
is assigned an arc h 1 2i of . The current iteration (phase) number is kept in . During
Iteration , Variable ( ) for vertex equals if after Step 2 (see below) of the iteration
there exists at least one vertex pointing to that did not point to before the iteration.
( ) otherwise. The directed tree constructed by the graph consists of one pointer ( )
at each node . Initially 0 ( ) , 0( ) 0, where ( ) [resp. ( )] is the value of ( )
[resp. ( )] at time (that is, just before Iteration ). In addition,
1, 0 1.
i

i

i ;i
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i > n
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Q i
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Q i
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Qt i
s

D i

s

While 0 = do
Step 1: if 
then ( )
1(
1 ( ))
if ( ) 6= 1( )
then ( ( ))
Step 2: if
(* plays arc h 1 2i*)
then if ( 1) = 1( 1)
then if ( 2 )
( 1) (* 2 points to smaller vertex*)
then ( ( 1))
( 2 ) (*try to hook*)
( ( 2 )) .(*one of parallel attempts succeeds*)
Step 3: if
then if ( 1) = ( ( 1 )) and ( ( 1)) 
then if ( 1 ) 6= ( 2)
then ( ( 1))
( 2)
Step 4: if 
then ( )
( ( )).
Step 5: if  and ( ) =
then 0 0 + 1 (* 0 incremented only on progress*)
0 causes termination.
+ 1 (*if no progress
end (*do loop*)
s

s
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n
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Ds i
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Q Ds i

i > n

i
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i
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s

i > n
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n

Ds i

Ds Ds i

i

Q i

s

s

s

Ds i

Ds Ds i

i

Q Ds i

s

s

s

s > s

Synchronization in [19] was required before each line of the program; i.e., all the processors
start together the execution of each line.
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